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7s start TW- 

TWADDLE ADDELTW to talk foolishly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWANGED ADEGNTW TWANG, to make sharp, vibrating sound [v] 

TWANGER AEGNRTW one that twangs (to make sharp, vibrating sound) [n -S] 

TWANGLE AEGLNTW to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWASOME AEMOSTW twosome (group of two) [n -S] 

TWATTLE AELTTTW to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWEAKED ADEEKTW TWEAK, to pinch and twist sharply [v] 

TWEEDLE DEEELTW to perform casually on musical instrument [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWEENER EEENRTW player having some but not all of qualifications for two or more positions [n -S] 

TWEENIE EEEINTW person not yet teenager [n -S] 

TWEETED DEEETTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

TWEETER EEERTTW loudspeaker designed to reproduce high-pitched sounds [n -S] 

TWEEZED DEEETWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

TWEEZER EEERTWZ pincerlike tool [n -S] 

TWEEZES EEESTWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

TWELFTH EFHLTTW number twelve in series [n -S] 

TWELVES EELSTVW TWELVE, number [n] 

TWERKED DEEKRTW TWERK, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v]  

TWIBILL BIILLTW twibil (battle-ax with two cutting edges) [n -S] 

TWIBILS BIILSTW TWIBIL, battle-ax with two cutting edges [n] 

TWIDDLE DDEILTW to play idly with something [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWIDDLY DDILTWY having many turns [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TWIGGED DEGGITW TWIG, to observe (to look attentively) [v] 

TWIGGEN EGGINTW made of twigs (small branches) [adj] 

TWILLED DEILLTW TWILL, to weave so as to produce diagonal pattern [v] 

TWINERS EINRSTW TWINER, one that twines (to twist together) [n] 

TWINGED DEGINTW TWINGE, to affect with sharp pain [v] 

TWINGES EGINSTW TWINGE, to affect with sharp pain [v] 

TWINIER EIINRTW TWINY, resembling twine (strong string) [adj] 

TWINING GIINNTW TWINE, to twist together [v] 

TWINJET EIJNTTW aircraft with two jet engines [n -S] 

TWINKIE EIIKNTW twink (weak or ineffectual person) [n -S] 

TWINKLE EIKLNTW to shine with flickering or sparkling light [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWINKLY IKLNTWY twinkling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TWINNED DEINNTW TWIN, to bring together in close association [v] 

TWINSET EINSTTW matching pair of sweaters to be worn together [n -S] 

TWIRLED DEILRTW TWIRL, to rotate rapidly [v] 

TWIRLER EILRRTW one that twirls (to rotate rapidly) [n -S] 

TWISTED DEISTTW TWIST, to combine by winding together [v] 

TWISTER EIRSTTW one that twists (to combine by winding together) [n -S] 

TWISTOR IORSTTW complex variable in descriptions of space-time [n -S] 

TWITCHY CHITTWY fidgety (nervously restless) [adj -HIER, HIEST] 

TWITTED DEITTTW TWIT, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

TWITTER EIRTTTW to utter succession of chirping sounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TWIZZLE EILTWZZ maneuver in figure skating [n -S] 
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TWOFERS EFORSTW TWOFER, something sold at rate of two for price of one [n] 

TWOFOLD DFLOOTW amount twice as great as given unit [n -S] 

TWONESS ENOSSTW state of being two [n -ES] 

TWOONIE EINOOTW toonie (Canadian two-dollar coin) [n -S] 

TWOSOME EMOOSTW group of two [n -S] 

 

7s contain -TW- 

ARTWORK AKORRTW illustrative or decorative work in printed matter [n -S] 

BATWING ABGINTW shaped like bat's wing [adj] 

BELTWAY ABELTWY highway around urban area [n -S] 

BETWEEN BEEENTW in space that separates [prep] 

BETWIXT BEITTWX between (in space that separates) [prep] 

BITWISE BEIISTW denoting operator in computer program that deals with bits [adj] 

CATWALK AACKLTW narrow walkway [n -S] 

CUTWORK CKORTUW type of embroidery [n -S] 

CUTWORM CMORTUW caterpillar [n -S] 

ENTWINE EEINNTW to twine around [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENTWIST EINSTTW to twist together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FATWOOD ADFOOTW wood used for kindling [n -S] 

FOOTWAY AFOOTWY footpath (path for pedestrians) [n -S] 

INTWINE EIINNTW to entwine (to twine around) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

INTWIST IINSTTW to entwist (to twist together) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JETWAYS AEJSTWY JETWAY, trademark [n] 

NETWORK EKNORTW to cover with or as if with crossing lines [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NITWITS IINSTTW NITWIT, stupid person [n] 

NUTWOOD DNOOTUW nut-bearing tree [n -S] 

OUTWAIT AIOTTUW to exceed in patience [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWALK AKLOTUW to surpass in walking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWARD ADORTUW toward outside [adv] 

OUTWARS AORSTUW OUTWAR, to surpass in warring [v] 

OUTWASH AHOSTUW detritus washed from glacier [n -ES] 

OUTWEAR AEORTUW to last longer than [v -WORE, -WORN, -ING, -S] 

OUTWEEP EEOPTUW to weep more than [v -WEPT, -ING, -S] 

OUTWENT ENOTTUW OUTGO, to go beyond [v] 

OUTWILE EILOTUW to surpass in wiling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUTWILL ILLOTUW to surpass in willpower [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWIND DINOTUW to cause to be out of breath [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWISH HIOSTUW to surpass in wishing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWITH HIOTTUW beyond limits of [prep] 

OUTWITS IOSTTUW OUTWIT, to get better of by superior cleverness [v] 

OUTWORK KOORTUW to work faster or better than [v -ED, -WROUGHT, -ING, -S] 

PARTWAY AAPRTWY to some extent [adv] 

POSTWAR AOPRSTW occurring or existing after war [adj] 

RETWEET EEERTTW to tweet message again [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

RETWIST EIRSTTW to twist again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTWINE EINNTUW to separate twisted or tangled parts of [v -D, -NING, -S] 
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UNTWIST INSTTUW to untwine (to separate twisted or tangled parts of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WETWARE AEERTWW human brain when considered as functionally equivalent to computer [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start TW- 

TWADDLER ADDELRTW one that twaddles (to talk foolishly) [n -S] 

TWANGIER AEGINRTW TWANGY, twanging [adj] 

TWANGING AGGINNTW TWANG, to make sharp, vibrating sound [v] 

TWANGLER AEGLNRTW one that twangles (to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound)) [n -S] 

TWANKIES AEIKNSTW TWANKY, variety of green tea [n] 

TWEAKIER AEEIKRTW TWEAKY, twitchy (fidgety (nervously restless)) [adj] 

TWEAKING AEGIKNTW TWEAK, to pinch and twist sharply [v] 

TWEEDIER DEEEIRTW TWEEDY, resembling or wearing tweed [adj] 

TWEEDILY DEEILTWY TWEEDY, resembling or wearing tweed [adv] 

TWEENESS EEENSSTW state of being twee (affectedly cute or dainty) [n -ES] 

TWEETING EEGINTTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

TWEEZING EEGINTWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

TWELVEMO EELMOTVW page size [n -S] 

TWENTIES EEINSTTW TWENTY, number [n] 

TWERKING EGIKNRTW TWERK, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v]  

TWERPIER EEIPRRTW TWERPY, resembling twerp (small, impudent person) [adj] 

TWIDDLER DDEILRTW one that twiddles (to play idly with something) [n -S] 

TWIGGIER EGGIIRTW TWIGGY, twiglike (resembling twig) [adj] 

TWIGGING GGGIINTW TWIG, to observe (to look attentively) [v] 

TWIGLESS EGILSSTW having no twigs [adj] 

TWIGLIKE EGIIKLTW resembling twig [adj] 

TWILIGHT GHIILTTW early evening light [n -S] 

TWILLING GIILLNTW twilled fabric [n -S] / TWILL, to weave so as to produce diagonal pattern [v] 

TWINBORN BINNORTW born at same birth [adj] 

TWINGING GGIINNTW TWINGE, to affect with sharp pain [v] 

TWINIEST EIINSTTW TWINY, resembling twine (strong string) [adj] 

TWINIGHT GHIINTTW pertaining to baseball doubleheader that begins in late afternoon [adj] 

TWINKLER EIKLNRTW one that twinkles (to shine with flickering or sparkling light) [n -S] 

TWINNING GIINNNTW bearing of two children at same birth [n -S] / TWIN, to bring together in close association [v] 

TWINSHIP HIINPSTW close similarity or association [n -S] 

TWIRLERS EILRRSTW TWIRLER, one that twirls (to rotate rapidly) [n] 

TWIRLIER EIILRRTW TWIRLY, curved [adj] 

TWIRLING GIILNRTW TWIRL, to rotate rapidly [v] 

TWISTIER EIIRSTTW TWISTY, full of curves [adj] 

TWISTING GIINSTTW form of trickery used in selling life insurance [n -S] / TWIST, to combine by winding together [v] 

TWITCHED CDEHITTW TWITCH, to move or pull with sudden motion [v] 

TWITCHER CEHIRTTW one that twitches (to move or pull with sudden motion) [n -S] 

TWITCHES CEHISTTW TWITCH, to move or pull with sudden motion [v] 

TWITTERY EIRTTTWY nervously agitated [adj] 

TWITTING GIINTTTW TWIT, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 
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TWITTISH HIISTTTW silly, foolish [adj] 

TWOPENCE CEENOPTW British coin worth two pennies [n -S] 

TWOPENNY ENNOPTWY worth twopence [adj] 

8s contain -TW- 

ATWITTER AEIRTTTW twittering [adj] 

BENTWOOD BDENOOTW wood bent for use in furniture [n -S] 

CUTWATER ACERTTUW front part of ship's prow [n -S] 

DUCTWORK CDKORTUW system of ducts [n -S] 

EASTWARD AADERSTW direction toward east [n -S] 

FLATWARE AAEFLRTW tableware that is fairly flat [n -S] 

FLATWASH AAFHLSTW flatwork (laundry that can be ironed mechanically) [n -ES] 

FLATWAYS AAFLSTWY flatwise (with flat side in particular position) [adv] 

FLATWISE AEFILSTW with flat side in particular position [adv] 

FLATWORK AFKLORTW laundry that can be ironed mechanically [n -S] 

FLATWORM AFLMORTW flat-bodied worm [n -S] 

FOOTWALL AFLLOOTW layer of rock beneath vein of ore [n -S] 

FOOTWEAR AEFOORTW wearing apparel for feet [n -S] 

FOOTWELL EFLLOOTW space for feet in motor vehicle [n -S] 

FOOTWORK FKOOORTW use of feet [n -S] 

FOOTWORN FNOOORTW footsore (having sore or tired feet) [adj] 

FRETWORK EFKORRTW ornamental work consisting of interlacing parts [n -S] 

GIFTWARE AEFGIRTW wares suitable for gifts [n -S] 

GIFTWRAP AFGIPRTW to wrap with decorative paper [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

GOUTWEED DEEGOTUW plant with white flowers [n -S] 

KNITWEAR AEIKNRTW knitted clothing [n KNITWEAR] 

KNOTWEED DEEKNOTW common weed [n -S] 

LEFTWARD ADEFLRTW toward left [adv] 

LEFTWING EFGILNTW favoring leftism (liberal political philosophy) [adj] 

OUTWARDS ADORSTUW outward (toward outside) [adv] 

OUTWASTE AEOSTTUW to surpass in wasting [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTWATCH ACHOTTUW to watch longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWEARY AEORTUWY to surpass in wearying [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

OUTWEIGH EGHIOTUW to weigh more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWHIRL HILORTUW to surpass in whirling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWRITE EIORTTUW to write better than [v OUTWRIT, ROTE, -TTEN, -TING, -S] 

PEETWEET EEEEPTTW wading bird [n -S] 

ROOTWORM MOOORRTW beetle whose larvae feed on roots of crop plants [n -S] 

SALTWORK AKLORSTW saltern (place where salt is produced) [n -S] 

SALTWORT ALORSTTW seaside herb [n -S] 

SCUTWORK CKORSTUW tedious or menial work [n -S] 

SEATWORK AEKORSTW work done at one's seat [n -S] 

SHITWORK HIKORSTW offensive word [n -S] 

SOFTWARE AEFORSTW written or printed data used in computer operations [n -S] 

SOFTWOOD DFOOOSTW soft wood of various trees [n -S] 

SUBTWEET BEESTTUW to tweet about without referring to by name [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

TIGHTWAD ADGHITTW miser (one who hoards money greedily) [n -S] 
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WEFTWISE EEFISTWW in horizontal direction [adv] 

WESTWARD ADERSTWW direction toward west [n -S] 

 


